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Read the paragraph and fill in the missing words.

A __________ is someone who travels for __________ reasons. A

__________ celebration that stemmed from a pilgrimage to the United States

of America is celebrated in November, with a holiday named Thanksgiving.

The __________ day of Thanksgiving is the fourth Thursday of November.

The __________ __________ of Thanksgiving is to be thankful for what we

have. You can be thankful for little things, like your school supplies and toys,

or big things, like the __________ movements that gave many groups the

right to vote. Did you know that being thankful has an __________ on your

health? If you write in a gratitude journal every day instead of just on a

holiday, you will have an __________ over many other people. You will

__________ your happiness and well-being in a great way!

Word list: focus, primary, religious, historic, pilgrim, suffrage, advantage,
effect, affect, official
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Read the paragraph and fill in the missing words.

A pilgrim is someone who travels for religious reasons. A historic celebration

that stemmed from a pilgrimage to the United States of America is celebrated

in November, with a holiday named Thanksgiving. The official day of

Thanksgiving is the fourth Thursday of November. The primary focus of

Thanksgiving is to be thankful for what we have. You can be thankful for little

things, like your school supplies and toys, or big things, like the suffrage

movements that gave many groups the right to vote. Did you know that being

thankful has an effect on your health? If you write in a gratitude journal every

day instead of just on a holiday, you will have an advantage over many other

people. You will affect your happiness and well-being in a great way!

Word list: focus, primary, religious, historic, pilgrim, suffrage, advantage,
effect, affect, official
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